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Summary investment objective
 

To provide exposure to an actively managed portfolio of UK and overseas equities, mainly in UK equities.

Performance (%)
 

Annualised

3 months 6 months 1 year 3 years 5 years

Fund 4.21 11.58 0.49 10.39 6.28
Benchmark 3.79 12.03 2.74 14.30 6.32
Difference 0.42 -0.45 -2.25 -3.91 -0.04
Sector average 3.74 6.01 -2.41 14.51 8.21
Sector ranking 232/630 58/628 178/620 577/598 485/545
Quartile 2 1 2 4 4

Discrete annual returns (%) - year ended 31/03
 

2023 2022 2021 2020 2019
Fund 0.49 0.71 32.93 -7.65 9.17

Calendar year performance (%)
 

Year to date 2022 2021 2020 2019
Fund 4.21 -12.92 12.36 5.08 28.78
Benchmark 3.79 -1.75 17.80 -3.32 19.65
Difference 0.42 -11.17 -5.43 8.40 9.13
Sector average 3.74 -8.96 18.54 10.12 21.71
Sector ranking 232/630 480/619 584/634 463/640 67/621
Quartile 2 4 4 3 1

Performance Data: Share Class B.
Source: abrdn, Lipper.
Basis: Total Return, NAV to NAV, gross of TER, gross income reinvested, GBP.
Rankings and quartiles sourced from Lipper, based on dealing prices and are net of annual management charge. Performance measured from 
31/10/1998.
Prior to September 2005 the Fund was managed by a different management company. However, the Fund’s investment objective is fundamentally 
unchanged throughout and its historic performance has been treated as continuous since inception.
The performance will be reduced by the impact of the management fees paid, the amount of which varies depending on the share class held, and 
the terms of any fee arrangement reflected in your policy schedule. The sector average incorporates the performance of all funds in the sector at 
any stage during the period while sector rankings reflect the relative performance of those funds which have been in the sector throughout the 
period. This may give rise to apparently incongruous results.
Past performance is not a guide to future results.

Expenses Disclosure
 

Fund Class Management Fee
Additional 

Expenses
Total Ongoing 

Charges

abrdn Life UK & Global (70/30) Equity 
Fund D 0.400% 0.095% 0.495%
abrdn Life UK & Global (70/30) Equity 
Fund E 0.500% 0.095% 0.595%
abrdn Life UK & Global (70/30) Equity 
Fund B 0.825% 0.095% 0.920%

Top ten holdings %

AstraZeneca 6.5
Diageo 4.1
RELX 3.8
Unilever 3.6
Telecom Plus 3.2
Weir Group 2.8
Prudential 2.7
London Stock Exchange 2.6
Auto Trader Group 2.3
Close Brothers 2.2

Total 33.7
Total number of holdings 331
*Where the Fund invests in an open-ended collective investment 
scheme which is operated or managed by the ACD/the Manager 
or an associate of the ACD/the Manager, no additional annual 
management charge will be incurred by the Fund on such an 
investment.

Country breakdown
 

%
United Kingdom 60.7
United States of America 12.0
Japan 6.2
Hong Kong 2.9
France 2.7
Netherlands 2.1
Italy 1.9
Germany 1.5
Other                                                                                            7.9
Cash 2.2
Total 100.0

Key information
 

Benchmark

FTSE All Share 70%, FTSE All World Dev 
Europe ex UK 10.5%, FTSE All World 
North America 10.5%, FTSE All World 
Japan 6%, FTSE All World Dev Asia 
Pacific ex Japan 3%

Fund size £ 17.1 m

Performance launch 
date

2 October 1998

Investment team Multi Asset Portfolio Implementation

Fund advisory company Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited

The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and you may get back less than the 
amount invested. A full list of risks applicable to this fund can be found in the Key Facts Document.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION OVERLEAF

www.abrdn.com
All sources (unless indicated):
Aberdeen Asset Management 31 March 2023
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Important information
These are the risks listed for the underlying Fund in which this Fund invests:
l The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and you may get back less than the amount invested.
l Funds investing overseas can be affected by changes in exchange rates which may cause the value of your investment to decrease or 

increase.
l Equity risk - The fund invests in equity and equity related securities. These are sensitive to variations in the stock markets which can be 

volatile and change substantially in short periods of time.
l Emerging Markets risk - The fund invests in emerging market equities and / or bonds. Investing in emerging markets involves a greater 

risk of loss than investing in more developed markets due to, among other factors, greater political, tax, economic, foreign exchange, 
liquidity and regulatory risks.

l China A / Stock Connect risk - Investing in China A shares involves special considerations and risks, including greater price volatility, a 
less developed regulatory and legal framework, exchange rate risk/controls, settlement, tax, quota, liquidity and regulatory risks. 

l Derivatives risk : The use of derivatives carries the risk of reduced liquidity, substantial loss and increased volatility in adverse market 
conditions, such as a failure amongst market participants. The use of derivatives may result in the fund being leveraged (where market 
exposure and thus the potential for loss by the fund exceeds the amount it has invested) and in these market conditions the effect of 
leverage will be to magnify losses

l For a full list of risks applicable to this fund, please see the abrdn Life Key Facts Document.  

Other important information:
The Fund is a unit-linked life fund issued by abrdn Life and Pensions Limited.

The fund invests in other abrdn managed funds. The top ten holdings listed reflect those of the underlying funds.

The value of any holding in other collective investment schemes managed by any subsidiary of abrdn Asset Management PLC is 
excluded for the calculation of management charges.

Nothing herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice and is not to be relied upon in making an investment or other 
decision. No recommendation is made, positive or otherwise, regarding individual securities mentioned.

Issued on behalf of abrdn Life and Pensions Limited by abrdn Asset Managers Limited which is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. abrdn Life and Pensions Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation 
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority in the United Kingdom.

Fund manager's report
 

Market Review

Global equity markets ended higher over the quarter. Stocks initially rose on hopes that central banks, including the US Federal 
Reserve (Fed), could tighten policy less than feared as the global economy slows and inflation eases. The Chinese government's 
ending of its strict 'zero-Covid' policy further supported sentiment. However, following major central banks' rapid monetary 
tightening to combat high inflation, certain banks' balance sheets came under severe pressure as the value of their fixed 
income portfolios fell. US-based Silicon Valley Bank - a provider of finance to the technology sector - as well as cryptocurrency-
industry lenders Signature Bank and Silvergate Capital, collapsed. In Europe, UBS mounted a $3.25 billion government-backed 
takeover of Credit Suisse after the latter ran into financial difficulties. These events caused fears of a global banking crisis and 
deep recession (via a credit crunch). However, global equities subsequently recovered as authorities' and regulators' actions 
helped to restore some confidence, and investors lowered their expectations of further monetary tightening.

US equities ended higher. The Fed's favoured measure of inflation, the core Personal Consumptions Expenditures Price Index, 
fell from an annual rate of 4.7% in January to a lower-than-expected 4.6% in February but remained above the 2% target. As a 
result, the Fed increased the target range for the fed funds rate by 25 basis points (bps) in both February and March, taking it to 
4.75-5.00%. The yield on 10-year Treasuries ended the quarter around 3.5%, having risen above 4% earlier in the period. 

European equities advanced as investors' risk appetite improved. Annual inflation eased from 8.6% in January to an estimated 
6.9% in March but remained well above the European Central Bank (ECB)'s target. Therefore, the ECB twice raised interest 
rates by 50 bps over the quarter. 

UK equities ended higher. Inflation of 10.4% in February was lower than the 41-year high of 11.1% reached in October but 
remained well above the Bank of England (BoE)'s 2% target. Therefore, the BoE raised its Bank Rate by 50 bps in February then 
by a further 25 bps in March, taking it to 4.25%. 

Fund Review

Over the first quarter of 2023, the portfolio increased by 4.78%, outperforming the composite benchmark's return of 3.79% by 
0.99%. There were no tactical asset allocation changes over the period. 

In terms of performance, the majority of the Fund's equity exposure benefited performance. The Europe ex UK Sustainable 
Equity Fund outperformed the benchmark during the quarter, with its quality focus and lack of exposure to the banking sector 
helping to drive gains, particularly during March's volatility. At the stock level, ASML was the biggest contributor to positive 
performance after reporting solid fourth-quarter results despite a challenging semiconductor-sector backdrop. Straumann also 
advanced following an upbeat sales forecast, while Nemetschek was positive after it issued guidance that was ahead of market 
expectations. Conversely, shares in Azelis Group lagged the market due to the company's defensive nature and lack of exposure 
to China. Schibsted also detracted on concerns around the near-term outlook for the company's more cyclical business lines.

The abrdn Life UK Equity Fund outperformed over the quarter. In terms of individual stocks, the lack of holding in Glencore and 
British American Tobacco added to relative performance as both stocks declined. Shares in Pets at Home Group performed 
strongly after an earnings statement indicated that trading over the Christmas period had remained robust. Conversely, shares 
in Telecom Plus weighed on performance due to falling energy prices and concern that the market-stabilisation charge would 
impact growth. Close Brothers Group also detracted from returns after its shares fell on wider financial-sector concerns and a 
one-off write-down relating to a previous acquisition. 

The US equity bucket also contributed to relative performance, with the abrdn Life American Equity Enhanced Index Fund 
outperforming its benchmark. The Fund benefited from an underweight holding in the financial services company Charles 
Schwab. The share price fell over concerns about large holdings of long-dated, government-backed securities on the company's 
balance sheet in the aftermath of the collapse of SVB. In addition, an active position in the customer relationship management 
software company Salesforce was a positive contributor. The stock rose after better-than-expected fourth-quarter results due 
to strong demand as customers undergo major digital transformations. The performance of the Fund's proprietary quality 
factors was mixed over the period, with profitability outperforming while investment & accruals underperformed. The Fund's 
composite value strategy and free cash flow yield both underperformed. A combination of the Fund's two momentum-based 
strategies - trend, which is based on the momentum of individual industries, and sentiment - underperformed.

Sector breakdown
 

 %
ASI Life UK Equity 68.5
Aberdeen Standard SICAV I - European Equity 
(ex-UK) 11.2
ASI Life American Equity Enhanced Index 10.2
Aberdeen Standard SICAV I - Japanese Equity 6.1
Aberdeen Standard SICAV I - Asia Pacific Equity 3.1
Cash 0.9
Total 100.0

 

Fund risk statistics
 

 3 years 5 years
Annualised Standard Deviation 
of Fund 16.21 14.68
Annualised Standard Deviation 
of Index 14.77 13.60
Alpha (0.32) (0.01)
Beta 1.01 1.00
Sharpe Ratio 0.28 0.35
Annualised Tracking Error 6.37 5.65
Annualised Information Ratio (0.66) (0.06)
R-Squared 0.85 0.85

Source: abrdn, BNP Paribas.
Basis: Total Return, Gross of Fees (GBP). Performance based on B class, using prices 
struck at month-end close-of-business for comparability with the benchmark.
 

Additional information
 

Fund type Unit Linked Life Fund
Domicile UK
Currency GBP
Registered for sale UK
Sector ABI UK - Global Equities 

- Pen
Deal closing time 10.00 am (UK)
Daily valuation pointA 12.00 noon (UK)

AEffective from 3 March 2014, previous valuation point was 10.00 
am (UK). 

www.abrdn.com
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